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Week 45: Inspirations 
 

Day One 
Every cell of our body is vibrant with divine power and wisdom. Learn to listen to its music; attend 

to its prompts toward right action. 

Day Two 
When the subtle pleasure or bliss of meditation permeates the mental field, we begin to want to 

meditate and we miss it if we stop. Others we live with also notice the positive changes in our 

demeanor and interactions. They become inclined to remind us to return to our practice if we 

lose our balance.  

Day Three 
No amount of self-control or discipline will create joy, or love, or peace because they are divine 

qualities. They are not the result of something we do or produce. These qualities of the soul 

cannot be purchased, won, or acquired. As divine qualities, they are revealed; they flower from 

within us when conditions are right. The only way to reap joy, love, and peace is to cultivate it 

now and allow it to come forth. 

Day Four 

We have hundreds of choices every day about what we will put our attention on, what thoughts 

we will cultivate and believe, and what we will allow to influence us. Spiritually conscious living 

involves turning—turning away from appearances to rely on what is true, turning away from 

limiting beliefs and turning toward freedom, turning away from fear and returning to wholeness. 
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Day Five 
When spiritual wisdom ripens, past deeds drop away like flower petals before fruit. True wisdom 

changes us. We no longer live as we did in the past. A new life begins.  
 

 Day Six 

What do you want to know? Begin with the bold and true assertion that, as an expression of God, 

all knowledge is within you. Be receptive, be curious and expect guidance to be revealed. It will. 

Day Seven 
Divine guidance rarely specifies what we should do. Instead, it comes as peace. It comes as love. It 

comes as truth. It comes bearing our divine nature itself. “Here,” it says. “Abide here.” And if we 

will but abide there, in that experience of wholeness, specific guidance comes exactly when it is 

needed. 

 

 

 

 

  


